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Abstract

A high resolution, large acceptance e+e detector like HADES coupled to
intense secondary kaon beams could offer a remarkable opportunity to study
at GSI both the electromagnetic and electroweak decays of strange hadrons.
Such data can be very consistently interpreted using effective chiral La-
grangians based on the SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry. Of particular interest
are a complete set of data on the electromagnetic form factors for the p, OJ, 4>
and K* Dalitz decays, which would put very strong constraints on departures
from ideal SU(3) mixings, and measurements of Dalitz decays of hyperons,
whose electromagnetic structure is very much unknown. Better data on the
nonleptonic radiative (e+e~) decays of kaons would be most useful to study
the strangeness changing weak currents and effects related to CP violation.
A major progress in the understanding of these decays came recently from
their description in chiral perturbation theory, where the chiral dynamics of
Goldstone bosons is coupled to the weak and electromagnetic gauge fields.
Those studies could be extended to the electroweak decays of hyperons.



1. Introduction

The technical possibility to produce secondary beams at GSI (pions in the near future,
kaons later) and the availabitity of a high resolution, large acceptance dilepton detector,
HADES, at the laboratory provides a remarkable opportunity to study the e+e~ decays
of hadrons consisting of one or more strange quarks. These decays are induced either by
the electromagnetic interaction or by a combination of electromagnetic and weak forces.

Experimental progress in this subject is particularly timely since consistent descrip-
tions of these processes based on chiral Lagrangians begin to emerge, at least for mesons.
On the one hand, vector mesons can be incorporated in chiral Lagrangians describing the
effective interactions of Goldstone (pseudoscalar) bosons [1]. This provides a theoretical
scheme to describe radiative transitions from vector to pseudoscalar mesons, in which a
time-like photon is emitted [2]. Electromagnetic interactions are introduced naturally by
local gauge invariance. On the other hand, kaon semileptonic decays involve only pions as
mesons in the final states and can therefore be very suitably described by chiral pertur-
bation theory for pseudoscalar mesons coupled to the gauge fields of the standard model,
the photon and the weak interaction bosons [3-5]. This recent development represents a
major step forward in resolving the long-standing problem of the long-range effects in weak
hadronic transitions.

In this note, we discuss first hadronic transitions induced by the electromagnetic
interaction only. In this case, the issue is the study of the electromagnetic structure of
hadrons in the time-like region through transition form factors. We consider in Section
2 the e+e~ Dalitz decays of the <p(1020)-meson in relation with the analogous decay of
the w(7S2)-meson, a question of great interest in connection with SU(3) mixing angles. In
Section 3, we comment on the Dalitz decay of the A'*(392). Section 4 is devoted to the
e+e~ Dalitz decays of hyperons. Very little is known about the electromagnetic structure
of hyperons. Measurements of their Dalitz decays would complement the information
expected from hyperon radiative decays and electroproduction experiments. The next
sections are devoted to the electroweak decays of kaons involving e+e~ pairs. For the
sake of completeness, we recall in Section 5 basic properties of neutral kaons in relation
with CP violation. In Section 6. we discuss the leptonic radiative decays of charged kaons
A"+ —• yu"1"̂  e+e~ and A'r —> e+^4eTe" and in Section 7 their nonleptonic radiative
decay A'+ —• rr+ e+e~. The nonleptonic radiative decay of neutral kaons. A'!- —> 7r° e+e~
and K\ —* 7r° e+e~, are presented in Sections S and 9. Section 10 is devoted to the
Dalitz decays of the A"̂ . The K°L —*• 7-/e+e~ decay is discussed in Section 11. The
K\ —* 7rrre+e~ process, which is very sensitive to the electromagnetic structure of neutral
kaons. is presented in Section 12. Section 13 deals with the eTe~ decays of neutral kaons.
Weak e+e~ decays of hyperons are discussed in Section 14. We conclude in Section 15.



2- e+e Dali tz decays of the o(1020)-meson

The data on the dielectron Dalitz decays of the <£>(1020)-meson (full width
0.6 MeV) are listed in Table 1 [6].
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Table 1. Dielectron Dalitz decays of the o(1020)-meson [6].

The <p —> r/e+e~ and <p —> ~°e'te~ decays appear of great interest because they are
related to the chiral anomaly [7,2] and because they should be very sensitive to the small
admixtures of uu and dd states in the-0-meson. We recall the SU(3) wave functions of the
mesons involved in these decays,

r = —= {uu — dd),
v'2

1

71[uu dd-2ss),

<P{i) = SS,

(1)

(2)

(3)

where the (i) index indicates that this wave function of the 6-xu.eson corresponds to the
ideal mixing of the SU(3) octet and singlet states (sin 9 = 4- ) [8]. This ideal mixing gives
the u wave function

—-= {uu + dd). (4)

There is experimental evidence that the <p-meson is not a pure ss state from mea-
surements of its decays into hadrons made of up and down quarks, such as <j) —> p-rr and
6 —> 3~ and of its radiative decay to the TT°. The data [6] are displayed in Table 2. In
quark models, the 6 —* p~ and 6 —* 3~ decays violate the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka rule [9]
which states that processes corresponding to disconnected quark lines are inhibited.
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Table 2. Decays of the p(1020)-meson into hadrons made of u- and d-quarks [6].
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The usual assumption is that these decays go because the <p field contains a small
admixture of 0.7 ,-j.

1
0 = (5)

w.here N is the normalization. From the ratio r(u-Z°i) > o n e obtains [1]

= 0.053 ±0.005. (6)

Klingl et al [2] got recently a similar value, | eU(p | = 0.058. They also found a very
interesting effect. In their SU(3) chiral Lagrangian approach, there are terms reflecting
the chiral anomaly which give direct V —> 3TT and V —» Vir° couplings (V = vector
meson). The constants characterizing the strengths of these couplings are determined
from the u —+ 3TT and 0 —*• 3TT transitions and depend therefore strongly on the LU — 0
mixing. Consequently, the u —> x°fi+[j,~ form factor, which is closely linked to the chiral
anomaly, is very sensitive to eW(p. This effect is shown in Fig. 1 [2], It suggests the
need for consistent measurements of the form factors, u —> ir°e+e~, 0 —> 7r°e+e~ and
0 —>• TJ e+e~. The data on the u —> -°e + e~ form factor have large uncertainties (see Fig.
1); the 0 —> 7T°e+e~ and © —> r/ e+e~ decay form factors have never been measured. It is
clear from the wave function of the 77-meson [Eq. (2)] that the large ss component of that
state favors its coupling to the (p-meson, in contrast to what happens with the ir°. The
e+e~ invariant mass interval on which this decay can be studied is however rather limited
because of the large 77 mass.

It should be remarked that form factors provide much stronger constraints on effective
Lagrangians involving vector mesons than integrated quantities, because the field tensors
associated with vector particles contain derivatives which give rise to §2-dependent matrix
elements.

100 r • Oznelyacin
• Druzhinin

1 -

0.0 0.5 1.5 2.0
q;,V[GeV]

Figure 1. Squared form factor of the Dalitz decay u; —> TT°/J+JX~ as a function
of the invariant mass of the muon pairs (figure taken from Ref. 2).



3. Dalitz decay of the A"*(892)-meson

The K*±(S92) and K*°(SQ6) are vector mesons of strangeness S = ±1, i.e. the SU(3)
partners of the S = 0 vector mesons p, u and 6. It has long been stressed that their
radiative decays, K* —> K 7, were very sensitive tests of the Vector Dominance Model [10]
and of the SU(3) structure of the vector meson wave functions [11]. The available data [6]
on the charged and neutral K* radiative decays are given in Table 3. The total widths of
the K*±(892) and of the K*°(S96) are (49.8 ± 0.8) MeV and (50.5 ± 0.6) MeV respectively

Decay

A-± _

A'*0 -

mode

• A ' S

> A'°7

Branching

(1.01 ±0.09)

(2.30 ± 0.20)

ratio

10~3

10"3

Par tial

50

116

width

• 3±4.c

.1 d= 10

(fee

5

.1

Table 3. Radiative decays of the K*-mesons [6].

We define the quantity

Rsxp =
T(K • * ± A'±7)

r(A''*° ~2.3. 7)

Using simple Vector Dominance [10], the coupling constants gK'K-/ can be related to
the gK'Kv couplings (V—p,ui,(p) [11]. In the limit of exact SU(3) flavor symmetry and
ideal u> — 6 mixing, the predicted value of R is

RSU(3) _
(3)

in marked disagreement with (7). SU(3) breaking corrections to these decays have been
studied in quark models [11] and using QCD sum rules [12].

Measurements of the A** —> A'e+e~ form factors would provide new information
on these transitions. It is clear that they are the strange analogs of the Dalitz decays
discussed in the previous section (w —> 7r°e+e~, <p —> ^°eTe~ and <f> —> r/e^e"), i.e.
radiative transitions from vector to pseudo-scalar mesons, in which a time-like photon is
emitted. Theoretically, it is expected that the electromagnetic kaon form factor and the
A'* —- K radiative form factor be dominated by the low-lying vector mesons, in particular
the o(1020). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where we display results obtained in the Extended
Vector Meson Dominance Model of Ref. 13. Due to the restricted phase space available in
the A'* —> A'e+e~ decay, the associated form factor can only be measured in the region of
low q2, where it reflects the rise of the p — UJ peak.
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Figure 2. Space-like and time-like form factors for kaon elastic
and transition form factors [13]

4. Electromagnetic structure of hyperons in the time-like region

The electromagnetic structure of hyperons is poorly known and very sensitive to quark
model wave functions. This last point is for example illustrated by the calculation of the
radiative decay widths of the low-lying hyperons in the relativistic bag model [14].

The A spectrum is particularly interesting. The i\.X!2+(lllQ) is the lowest mass hy-
peron. The Ax/2- (1405) is a very intriguing baryonic state. On the one hand, it is located
just below the kaon-nucleon threshold and has been initially described as a bound state of
a kaon and a nucleon [15]. As such, it influences strongly the physics of kaonic atoms. On
the other hand, the quark model predicts a three quark state with the appropriate quan-
tum numbers, often with too light a mass [16]. In the chiral bag model, both aspects are
included and it is shown that the meson-baryon interaction plays a major role in explaining
the properties of the A(1405) [17]. In more recent work, the A(1405) has been discussed
in the framework of chiral perturbation theory [IS,19] or in the bound-state soliton model
[20]. The A3/2~ (1520) is also of great interest because of its exceptionally small width of
(15.6 ± 1.0) MeV and of its rather large radiative transition to the A1;/2+(1116), of (125
± 25) keV [6,14].



The transition of the lowest-lying H state, the S1 /2 + (1192), to the A1/2+(1116) is
purely radiative and measured [6]. The electromagnetic decay of the H3/2 + (1385) to low-
lying hyperons in unknown.

The electroproduction of hyperons has been studied at low q2 [21] but the available
data are very scarce, particularly on the excited states of A's and S's. Measurements of the
electro- and photoproduction of hyperons are planned at CEBAF [22] and should enrich
substantially the available information on the electromagnetic structure of hyperons in the
q2 < 0 regime.

Nothing is known however on their electromagnetic structure in the time-like region
which can be studied by their Dalitz decays. The hyperons could be produced by kaon-
nucleon collisions. We show in Fig.3 the cross section for the p(A*~. ~f*)Y reaction pre-
dicted in the Extended Vector Dominance Model of Ref. 13.

0 0.2; 0.3 0.75 i 1.25 1.5

Figure 3. Predicted cross section for the p (K . 7*) Y reaction for
Y = A(1116), I°(1192) and A(1405) [13].

5. Short digression on neut ra l kaons and CP violation

To make the discussion of the following sections clear, we recall basic things about neutral
kaons and CP violation [6].



The. eigenstates of the A'0A'0 system are the $ and A"̂  states defined by

°K°s >=p\ K °
-0> = p | A

The A'0 state is obtained from the A'0 state bv

A ' U > = C P A"0 >,

(9)

(10)

(11)

where C and P are the charge conjugation and the parity operators. CP invariance would
require p = q, A"iy being CP even and K°L CP odd. The observed violation of CP in A'0

decays (first in K°L —> 7T+TT~ [23]) can come either from CP violation in the K° — K°
mixing (p ^ q) or from CP violation in the decay amplitudes or from both. We assume
CPT invariance. The violation of CP in the A'0 — A'0 mixing is characterized by a single
parameter e,

> =
1

T ( ( 1 (12)

A'?. > = (13)

If CP violation occurs also in the decay amplitudes, it is described by two parameters, e
and e\ defined by

. _.4(A'»^-)_ + s, ( M )

A(K TT^Tt'

MKl ro,r<r
= e - 2 e ' .

Experimentally, one has

Re(-)~ — = (1.5 ±0.S)10~3 ,

(15)

(16)

and the phases of r/+_ and T]0Q are about equal and of the order of 44° [6].
In the standard model, CP violation is due to the phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa [24] mixing matrix and the theoretical value of y is predicted to be in the range
10~4 to 3 10~3 [6].

Because the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [24] matrix is a key issue in what follows,
we recall briefly how it is defined.

The hadronic current involved in the effective current-current Lagrangian describing
weak interactions has both a strangeness conserving (AS — 0) and a strangeness changing
[AS = 1) part, i.e.

hn — cosdch\, ~ +sin9ch'., ~l, (17)

where 9C is the Cabibbo mixing angle (9C ~ 13°).



Considering only 3 light quarks (u. d. s), this form of the charged hadronic current
can be derived if we assume chat the left-handed quark fields,

* L = \d') = \dcos9c + ssin6c) ' ^18^

transform as a doublet under SU(2) (weak isospin doublet) while the right-handed fields,
UR, <1R, SR and s' = scos9c — dsin9c, are SU(2) singlets (weak isosinglets).

When the 6 quarks (u, d, s, c, b, t) are considered, the generalization of the Cabibbo
angle is a 3x3 matrix, the Cabibbo-Kobayasiii-Maskawa [24] matrix, written as

' d!

V

'V,'ad

= V,cd (19)

which can be parametrized as [25]

' d! C12C13

s' I = I -S12C23 -

b' I \ S12S0Z - —C12-S23 ~

where c\j — COSQ{J and S{j — sine., with i,j = 1, 2, 3. In the limit #13 = #23 = 0, the matrix
reduces to the Cabibbo mixing of Eq. (IS).

6. Leptonic radiative decays of charged kaons A'+ e+e~ and K+

e+ue e+e

e~rvte
+e~, goThe leptonic radiative decays of Jv'+'s, K+ —> y^v^ e+e~ and A'+

through the strangeness changing weak charged current. They are very poorly known.
The available data are given in Table 4 [6]. The knowledge of the A'+ —*• e+ue e+e~
channel rests on 4 events only while the measurement of the K+ —*• , u + ^ e+e~ decay
involves 14 events.

K

K

Decay

^ -+u+

+ —5. e +

mode

vt e~e~

Branching

(1.0 ±0.3)

(2 + 2 - 1 )

ratio

1 0 -

Table 4. Available data on the A' ; —* /i ; u^ e ; e and A'+ —> e ; v& e+e decays [26].

The two processes contributing to these decays are the brernsstrahlung from the final
scate electron and the inner bremsstrahlung from the kaon line. This is depicted in Fig. 4.



Figure 4. Contributions to the A'+_ e+e decays [3].

In chiral perturbation theory [3], the rate for the K+ —*• l+ui e+e process is entirely
given by the inner bremsstrahlung at leading order. At the next order [0(p4)], loop
diagrams introduce many terms but it is interesting that the result can be written in terms
of the kaon electromagnetic form factor in a simple way. The chiral perturbation theory
result [4], BR (K+ -* (j+Vp e+e~, Me+e- > 140 MeV ) = 0.85 10~T, agrees well with the
data [26], BR (A'+ -+ y + v^ e+e~, Me+e- > 140 MeV ) = (1.23 ± 0.32) 10~7, if one takes
into account the experimental cuts rather than the model dependent extrapolation given
in Table 4 for that decay. The chiral perturbation theory value for the A'+ —> e+ i / ee+e~
branching ratio is 1.8 10""f [4], in agreement with the data of Table 4. We should remark
that most of the branching ratio comes from very low electron-positron invariant masses, so
that studies of structure-dependent terms require data at large electron-positron invariant
masses.

7. The nonleptonic radiative decay of charged kaons A'+ —> ir+ e+e

The nonleptonic radiative decay of charged kaons A'+ —• TT+ e+e~ goes through the
strangeness changing weak neutral current. The available data are given in Table 5 [6]
and in Fig. 5 [27].

Decay mode

K+ -> - + e + e ~

Branching ratio

(2.74 ± 0.23) 10""7

Table 5. Data on the A'" 4- J- -

TT^ e ' e
decay rate [6].

The A'+ —*• ir+ e+e process is dominated by one-photon intermediate states [28]. It
was initially suggested [29] that this reaction could provide a very simple way of measuring
the sd"f vertex, i.e. the quark flavor changing radiative decay. The dominant terms in the
free quark model are the so-called 'electromagnetic penguin' terms shown in Fig. 6 [29].
They tests the standard model to the one-loop order.

This model however describes only very short distance physics, where hadronic vertices
can be replaced by local quark operators. Strong interaction corrections, both at short
distances (d ~ 1/Mw) an-d at long distances (d ~ hadron size), have been shown to be

10
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Figure 5. e+e invariant mass spectrum for the K+ —> TT+ e+e decay [27].

important and even dominant [29-32]. Graphs corresponding to long-distance contributions
are displayed in Fig. 7 [28]. They must be reliably calculated in order to test the standard
model.

Figure 6. Electromagnetic penguin.

The ilS = 1 non-leptonic weak transitions are described by effective Lagrangians. Of
particular interest is the chiral perturbation theory approach. This approach is very well
suited to describe kaon decays into pions and eJre~ pairs because the only hadrons involved
are Golstone bosons and the characteristic momenta are small. Strangeness changing non-
leptonic weak interactions to lowest order in derivatives are added perturbatively to the
strong effective chiral Lagrangian and the coupling to the electromagnetic field is induced
by local gauge invariance [32], Nonleptonic kaon decay amplitudes with one pion and one
virtual photon in the final state vanish at tree level. The 'chiral suppression' of this decay
is an interesting manifestation of a symmetry of strong interactions on an electroweak

11



K K It K K x

7

p, co

K

Figure 7. Long-distance contributions to K+ —* ~+ e ' e . The black box
represents the action of the effective Hamiltonian for AS = 1 nonleptonic
weak decays [2S].

process. The one-loop calculation gives results compatible with the data. For the choice of
parameters required to understand the 7v'+ —> TT+ e+e~ process, predictions can be made

-+ fi+ji~, 7\.'<l TT°e+e
> TT+ e + e ~

and Ks TT0 / i + / i ~ decays discussed in thealso for the A"+ —>
following sections.

The study of those decays, particularly of their invariant mass spectra, provides there-
fore a remarkable opportunity to test extensions to weak interactions of effective chiral
Lagrangians describing strong interactions in the low-energy limit.

8. The nonleptonic radiative decay K^

7T° e+e goes through theThe nonleptonic radiative decay of short neutral kaons A'̂
strangeness changing weak neutral current. It does not violate CP invariance. The avail-
able upper limit is given in Table 6 [1],

Decay mode

K°s -> TT° e+e~

Branching ratio

< 1.110~6

Table 6. Data on the decay rate [6j.

The physics of this decay is analogous to that of the charged K+ —* ~+ e+e decay. As
discussed in Section 7, there are consistent predictions of chiral pertubation theory for
these decays. To reproduce the rate for the K+ —»• TT̂* e+ e~ decay, there are two possible
values of the renormalization constant (w+ as discussed in Ref. 32). These two values give
v e r y d i f f e r e n t r e s u l t s for t h e I\% —»• IT °<~O~ An^^r, k^^^^u;-^^- *-->*•?/-. _. " i n — ioJ decay branching ratio, ~ 5 10 or ~ 5 10

12



[32]. A measurement would be very helpful.

9. The nonleptonic radiative decay KL —> ~° e+e

The A'£ —*• 7T° e+e decay is of particular interest because it may offer a nice way to study
CP violation [28]. This process is expected to be very rare (10~ u or less). The available
upper limit on the branching ratio is given in Table 7 [6].

Decay mode

K°L -* TT° e+e~

Branching ratio

<4.31(T9

Table 7. Data on the A'2 7T° e ' e decay rate [6].

~° e+e decav is so rare is that, contrary to the K+

7T° e+e processes, it cannot go through a one-photon exchange in addtion
The reason why the
and K°s

to a weak transition without violating CP [28]. The CP conserving part of the decay
involves two photons and is suppressed by a factor a/V (see Fig. 8a). The CP violating
penguin diagram of Fig. Sb has been calculated in chiral perturbation theory [32]. It
seems to dominate over the CP conserving two-photon exchange. This would establish the
interest of the K°L —> ir° e+e~ decay to measure CP violation. Sensitivities of the order of
^Q- (12- I3 ) a r e r eqU} r ed to really study this process.

K,

(a)

Figure S. Diagrams for K°L -+ -° e+e~: CP conserving two-photon process
(a) and CP violating penguin diagram (b) (figure from Ref. 28).

10. The Dalitz decays of the K°L

e+e iThe Dalitz decays of the K°L, K°L -> '(e+e~, K°L -»• e + e ~ e + e - and A*£
are closely related to its decay into 2 photons (BR = (5.92 ± 0.15) 10~4 [6]). The order of
magnitude of this decay rate can be understood by the fact that the A'̂  has first to make
a weak transition to a neutral pseudoscalar meson (~°. 77) which decays subsequently into

13



two photons. The data available on the Dalitz decays of the K°L are displayed in Table 8

Decay mode

K°L -> 7 e + e ~

Kl -> e+e~e+e-

K°L -> e + e - M - V

Branching ratio

(9.1 ± 0,5) 10~6

(4.1±0.8)10"3

< 4.910""6

Table 8. Dalitz decays of the K°L [6].

The Dalitz decays of the K°L have been studied in chiral perturbation theory [33,34].
We concentrate on the K°L —> -/e+e~ process. The dominant graph for this decay is
shown in Fig. 9. The coupling of the two photons to the ~° and the v are given by the
Wess-Zumino term [34]. In the chiral limit and for exact SU(3) symmetry, the sum of the
contributions of the TT° and the rj intermediate states to the diagram of Fig. 9 vanishes
identically as a consequence of the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula [33]. Therefore, the
physics of this decay is entirely given by SU(3) breaking effects and higher order terms
[33]. It is also sensitive to such things as 77 — 77' mixing and to the off-shell structure of
chiral vertices. Eventhough the mass of the kaon is not large, form factors play a'role. We
show in Fig. 10 the JC£ —> 7e+e~ invariant mass spectrum (q2 = m^+e_) normalized by
the K°L —• 77 decay [35]. The p dominance model appears below the data.

Figure 9. Lowest order graph for the
that the A'° is a CP eigenstate, i.e.
AS = 1 weak current [22].

7 e+e decay. It is assumed
The box represents the

The A*£ —>• e+e e+e and A'̂  —+ e+e /i+/i decays are particular cases of the internal
conversion of pseudoscaiar mesons into lepton pairs discussed in Refs. 37 and 38. The
theoretical values for the K°L —> e+e~e+e~ and A'° —> e+e~pj"i"
10"8 [37] and 0.8 10"9 [38] respectively.

branching ratios are 3.6

14
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Figure 10. A"2 —> "/e+e invariant mass spectrum (q2 — m^+e_) normal-
ized by the A"̂  —> 77 decay [35]. The full line is the p dominance model.
The dotted line (upper curve) is the result of a quark model calculation

and the dashed line a vector dominance model with Mv = 610 MeV.

11. The I<1 process

The KL —> 77e~re process is closely related to the KL —» ~(e+e Dalitz decay discussed in
Section 10. It is dominantly given by such decay with an internal bremsstrahlung photon

]. The recent data [6] on the K°L —> 77e+e~ process are given in Table .9.

Decay mode

Kl - , 7 7 e +
e -

Branching ratio

(6.5±1.2)10~7

Table 9. Data on the K°L -> 77e+e~ [6].

The K\ —> ~f~/e~e~ decay is therefore a very useful reaction to study QED radiative
corrections [39]. It is also a major background in experiments looking for the very rare,
CP violating decay K°L —* ~°e+e~ discussed in Section 9.
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12. The K°L process

The A'° —* 7T7re+e process is induced by the AS = 1 weak neutral current. It has never
been seen. The upper limit on the branching ratio for this decay is given in Table 10.

Decay mode

K\ —> ~~e+e~

Branching ratio

<2.51(T 6

Table 10. Data on the K°L -> ~~e+e~ [6].

The A'2 —>• ~i\e+e~ -decay is expected to be dominated by the pole graph of Fig.
11 [40]. Clearly, this process is very sensitive to the electromagnetic structure of neutral
kaons.

rr

Figure 11. Pole graph for the K\ —*• 7T7re+e decay [40].

13. e+e decays of neutra l kaons

The A'5 —+ e+e~ and A'̂  —> e+e~ decays appear dominated by processes which are first
order in the weak interaction and fourth order in the electromagnetic interaction. They are
also suppressed by helicity selection rules [28]. They are therefore very rare. The recent
data [6] on the A's —*• e+e~ and K°L —*• e+e~ processes are given in Table 11.

Decay mode

A'5 —* e+e~

K\ - e+e"

Branching ratio

< 2.8 10~6

< 4 . 1 1 0 - u

Table 11. eTe decays of neutral kaons [6].
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K

Figure 12. Dominant; graph for A*° —* e+e decay [5],

The dynamics of these processes is determined both by long and short range effects
[5]. For the A'̂  —-> e~e~ decay, the dominant contribution comes from the two photon in-
termediate state shown in Fig. 12. The absorptive part of the amplitude can be calculated
using the experimental value for the A'2 —+ 77 amplitude. One gets [5]

-0T(K°L
^-9 (21)

a number to be compared to the upper limit given in Table 11.

14. Weak e+e decays of hyperons

The only piece of data on the weak e+e decays of hyperons is given in Table 12.

Decay mode Branching ratio

< 710~6

Table 12. e+e~ decay of the S + [6].

Weak radiative decays of hyperons (with real photons) have been studied mostly with
the idea of measuring the single quark sd7 vertex (as discussed in Section 7 in the case
of kaons). Of particular interest for this purpose are the S + —> py, A —> 717, 3 —»• S7,
E —r A 7 and Q —* Z7 transitions [41]. In the framework of quark models, it has been
shown that the assumption that those transitions were dominated by the single quark sd7
vertex led to branching ratios exceeding largely the experimental data [41]. Two- and
three-quark contributions have been introduced [42]. Two-quark effects are for example
dominant in the E+ —> p-f decay. Typical diagrams are displayed in Fig. 13.

The physics associated to these radiative decays and to their e~t~ analogs remains
therefore very much to be investigated, both theoretically and experimentally.
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b)

c)

Figure 13. Typical diagrams for short-distance description of nonleptonic
radiative decays. The black box refers to the effective electroweak interac-
tion, (a) One-quark s—>d~/ transition, (b) and (c) Two- and three-quark
transitions. Figure from Ref. 41.

15. Conclusion

We have presented in this note some electromagnetic and electroweak decays of strange
hadrons involving e+e~ pairs of importance for the understanding of fundamental interac-
tions. In order to assess the interest of studying those processes at GSI with HADES, the
progress expected from ongoing experiments (NA4S at CERN, KTEV at FNAL and KLOE
at DA<3?NE for example) should be evaluated and compared to the possibilities opened by
secondary kaon beams at GSI.
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